Stop Abbott Greed!

The 400% Norvir Price Increase is a Killer!

Abbott is feeding like a vulture on the bones of our healthcare system.

Limiting choices for people with HIV who need salvage regimens.

Threatening AIDS drug development for people with few options.

There is a national HIV/AIDS funding crisis - ADAP/Medicaid/Medicare are in trouble. Drug prices are out of control. Waiting lists are spreading. Sham drug giveaway programs are no substitute for fair pricing. The new Norvir price breaks the bank - Boosted saquinavir or indinavir prices will double. Boosted Reyataz 25% more expensive. Tipranavir will be through the roof. New drug development is put in jeopardy. People who need salvage regimens are under attack.

All to protect Abbott’s market share for Kaletra.

Tell Abbott:

Stop feeding off people with AIDS!

Call Abbott: (847) 937-6100
Ask for Miles White, CEO.
Tell him to roll back the price of Norvir. Now!